
A DESCRIPTION OF FRANCIS SCOTT KEY FITZGERALD IN ST PAUL

MINNESOTA

Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald (September 24, â€“ December 21, ) was an American Born in in Saint Paul, Minnesota, to
an upper-middle-class family, Fitzgerald was named after his famous second cousin, three times removed.

Stories of their drinking, dancing, and extravagant lifestyle surround the couple. The story was centered on
Amory Blaine, an ambitious Midwesterner who falls in love with, but is ultimately rejected by, two girls from
high-class families. Mary's in Rockville, Maryland , inscribed with the final sentence of The Great Gatsby
Among the attendees at a visitation held at a funeral home was Dorothy Parker , who reportedly cried and
murmured "the poor son-of-a-bitch", a line from Jay Gatsby 's funeral in Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby. A
speakeasy was said to have operated in the basement of the Hotel. After Baltimore Fitzgerald did not maintain
a home for Scottie. The Fitzgeralds lived in Minnesota on and off during Scott's youth. The book now sells
some , copies each year. Paul as well as New Jersey Member of the Princeton class of Member of the
Princeton class of Unlikely to graduate, Fitzgerald decides to join the army in Unlikely to graduate, Fitzgerald
decides to join the army in Fitzgerald neglected his studies, but was a frequent contributor to school humor
magazines while attending Princeton. Many connections between his life and his works can be traced. Both
were Catholics. In she had a mental breakdown and in another, from which she never fully recovered. The
Great Gatsby, now considered to be his masterpiece, did not become popular until after Fitzgerald's death.
While also writing short stories, Fitzgerald completed The Beautiful and the Damned , a book first serialized
in Metropolitan Magazine. Fitzgerald was commissioned a second lieutenant in the infantry and assigned to
Camp Sheridan outside of Montgomery, Alabama. He quit his job after only a few months, however, and
returned to St. Zelda, youngest daughter of an Alabama Supreme Court judge, refused marriage, however,
until Scott could support her in the manner to which she was accustomed. In the time since, interest in
Fitzgerald has remained consistently strong. Paul, Minnesota. Family, Education and Early Life F. About half
the novel was completed at the time of his death and, according to some literary critics, The Last Tycoon quite
likely could have been his greatest critical success, had it been completed.


